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Service of Gratitude

Piano Prelude .................................................. Shelby Roles
Taps................................. Dr. Peter Weissmann, father of active duty serviceman
Introduction and Welcome...............Hunter Johnson and Elizabeth Straub
Deux Arabesques No. 1 - Claude Debussy ............ Andre Scarlato, piano
Simple Man – Lynyrd Skynyrd .................... Nick Moore
Deux Arabesques No. 1 - Claude Debussy ............ Andre Scarlato, piano
Simple Man – Lynyrd Skynyrd .................... Nick Moore
Forever Teaching, Forever Giving original poem .......... Diana Reader
Speech on Behalf of Medical School ............... Dr. Mark Rosenberg
Last Chord-Nate Case................................. The Lowland Lakers:
            Matt Donoghue, Haley Rydell, Nate Case
Amazing Grace........................................ Rafael Huntley, bagpipes
Beautiful- Dan Bremnes ......................... Krista Koehler, choreography
            Rachel Koehler, dance
Donor Picture Presentation Part I
Here Comes The Sun-The Beatles ............... Student A cappella group
Donor Anatomy-Learning Humanity original poem........... Dr. Jim Carey
How Beautiful- Twila Paris....................... McKenzie DeKam, flute
            Shelby Roles, piano
Donor Picture Presentation Part II
Speech on Behalf of Dental School ............ Dr. Keith A. Mays
            Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Dental School
Con Salero y Garbo- Sabicas ......................... Daniel Volovets, guitar
Collide- Howie Day............................. Hanna Nedrud & Melissa Stuckey, dance
            Maggie Strampe, guitar and voice
Closing Remarks ................................. Angela McArthur
            Director, Anatomy Bequest Program
Piano Postlude..................................................Shelby Roles

The Legacy of Donation: An Engagement Opportunity

Immediately following tonight’s service, there will be an engagement session in the Northrop Atrium.

There will be researchers, educators, and health science students stationed in marked locations available to discuss the medical advancements and training made possible through the gift of whole body donation. The researchers, educators, and students can also be identified by their nametags. Please feel free to introduce yourselves to one of our volunteers and learn more about the legacy of donation.

The Anatomy Bequest Program staff will also be available at a table located in the Northrop Atrium.